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The document presents a formative eValuation of the
program development process tised to produce the 13 kits la the
Canadian Content Project. Tae objective is to recommend whether
similar devW.opment models should be used in the future. The study is
presented in three sections. Section I examines and compares three, .

approaches to local peograt development; hierarchical, random, and .

mutualistic. Decision making rests with the curriculum expErt in the
Eierarcnial approach; with the indimidual or group constructing the
program in the random approach; and to some extent with all the
participants in the mutualistic approach. These are diScussed.in
relation to various aspects ot decision making, including locus of
power; role of teachers, students, and commOity personnel; major
concern; legitimization; and expected outcomes. Section II examines
the Canadian Content Project in relation to the decision to, use the
mutualistic approach. It outlinds objectives and plans, relating to
rights of team members, advantages fop team members, obligdtions Of
team members, and,assumptions about team.members. The major portion
surveys the perceptions of the teacher members of the teams about the,
realities of working on the project. Most of the respondents believed
their expectations had been fulfilled, but less than one-third
indicated willingness.to participate in such a project again under
the same conditions. The major finding was that the mutualistic
approach was not implemeattd because it was not understood,by the
participants. Section III summarizes the study and offers five points
to be considered in the future when using a mutualistic approach.
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4 SCOPE OF THE STUDY

Purpose .

The purpose of fhe study was:

a) to determine whether the program development model used

in the Canadian Content ProjeCt has been effective in

. producing quality materials; and

b).to recommend whether similar development model's should'

be used in the future.

The results of the study directed toward the first question

are reported elsewhere (D. Massey and W. Werneri Canadian Content

Kits: An Assessment. University of Alberta, 1977.9 This report

is directed toward the second question and consists of a foriti-

ative evaluation of the programidevelopment process used to

produce the thirteen Canadian Content Kits.

Procedures

A number of techniques for obtaining information related to

the effectivent'ss of the process of program development were

designed and mused in the study:
4

1. A survey for obvaining assessOents from each of the

development team members was constructed. (Appendix 1).

2. A survey for obtaining assessments from Alberta

Education social studies and selected media consultants

was constructed. (Appendix 2).

. 3. Interviews with development team members, selected
. k s

school trustees, and selected Alberta Education consultants
. ,...

were structured.

Backgrounctcorrespondence and documents related to the

project wexe analyzed. .

. il,
The study Was completed over a seven month period from January

4 -4t.11, 1977 to JulylOth, 107 .

4
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SECTION I PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES

Which is a better,Trogram development approach to provide students

with quality instructional materials3 Wbat are fundam ental

elements of program development? Row should .existing procedures

be improved? What role should individualp involved in such'pro-

jects fulfill?

Many of the ideas, theories and models which have been used to

produce school programs have their origins in fields other than

education. This borrowing of ideas from the military, industry,

business, and from other areas outside of education, as well as

the underlying perspectives inherent in these sources, have

rarely been made explicit': Pa lure to identify the source of

developmental approaches may 1 ad to unexpe ted consequences.

It also raises the-question as tO whether educators shouldoborrow

at all.

The models of curriculum development which constitute the official .

wisdom within educational litelature provide litile guidance o

p gram development in local situations. They represent the re-.

cvnstructed logiCs of theoreticians raiher than the logics in use

which are ayart of development.activities. Their clean lines

mis the.hopes and fears, the messiness, subltiks, and uncertainties

experienced while developing programs with various groups. In spite

of these models, local progravdevelopment occurS as a social process

and ap a largely pragtical activity inAhe everyday world of schools.

Tor participants its.tasks remain for the most part unquestioned,

common-sense, and taken-for-grafted activities through'which prO-

grams are produced suitable for everyenes' purposes at hand.

As such, thNe is no one definit ion or model of what constitutes

an approach to local program development. The approach varies

0
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wherever-it is implemented and experienced. Its definirion in

part emerges within the process itself. The everchanging pattern 0.

is like oil on'water, for not only does the shape and logic oe
the method shift over tiMe within any one project, but also

among various projects. Much depends upon the perspectives and

experiences of the participants, 4e constraints,of the local

situation, the nature Of the subj ct matter. In other words,

approaches to local program development are never the same in

any two times and places. They remain largely situation specific.

It-is possible, however, to tease out some of the
t.

general char-

acterisitics of three very general approaches to local program

devel,opment in relation to one another. These approaches san'

be differentiated on the basi.i of at least one common,variabre--

decision making. Central to 'any appioach to ftogram development

is the Making of decisions regarding what is to be stauglit and

how it is to be taught. What differs aMong them is the medchanism

for making these decisions. Following ii a summary chart and

a discussion'of some of the ideal aspects of decision making as

N, it tends to characterize local program development. Three

generalizdd styles of development are presented in order that they,

be clarified through comparison. The styles outlined dre,(I)

hierarchical, (2) random, and (3) mutualistic.

APPROACHES T(k. LOCAL CURRICULUM

. Hierarchtcal
Locus of
power in
decision
making

Centralipd: Focused
in curriiulum experts.
.Unidirectional
and hierarchical
control over all

rdecisions.

DEVELOPMENT

Random Mutualistic
Individualized. Decentralized..

'Shared among'

.participants.
Mutual control of

. decisions.

,

I.



Role of

teachers,
students,
coMMunit

personnel
in decision,
making

Major
concern
in decision
making

VCOTISUTbrs Or
advisors.

EfAcienty;
Maintenance.
of central

power and
control,

\

Legitimization The developer's
of detision and"
making inst tutional

affiliation.

Expected
outcomes

of.decision
making

Certainty of
predefined
,outcomes:
Ends control
means.

Not,specifed.

. Individualize

Personal or
local

interests.

Uncertainty
,and'divergent-
outconids.

,

4'

3

Co-producers.
Broad base of,
participhtion
in decisions.
Grass roots
movement.

Programs which
have meaning.

and acceptance in
local situations.

Open and public
nature of
turricula.

Emergent and
defined by
Consensus.

Ends and means

chanqien-Toute.

Hierarchical Approach

hierarchical approach is the most commonly used method for

develoiling school programs. The locus.of power in decision

making rests with the curriculum expert usually defined by his

governmental or'university affiliation. Thete experts select
44

and order the goals, content, and activities which they cunsider

televant to' studentl. Power is not shared with teacherS, students,

` Community, or minority groups. As a'consequende, programs are

developed "outside", apart from thé coh6erns arid knterests of

local situations, and are handed-down as productS to consumers

in a unidirectional fashion. Decifion making Moves frOmthe

-top downwards with the lccal teacher apd community groups having

litt1e.contrn1 over what is sfudied, how it is studied, and from

whose.point of'view. (The legitimate freme of reference used is

041i

I.

ob.

I.



1.

defined by experts.alone.

I '

-1
Curriculum Producers:

(Expert's)

TyfAcally university and government'

'\\

Products of.decisions

Curriculum.Conersi'

:Local school districts andteachers

kmajor interest underlying this approach is.efficiency in decision

maklng and Control of the knowledge and perspectives students ire

given concerning the issues under study. Conclusions are uni-,

directionally.shaped for andtransmitted to the student and teacher,

.who in turn are Ptpected to legitimize those values and inter-

pretations. It i; the curriculum a'S givea to them which dispenses'

the proper informition for the student and for his coMmunity.

The relationship between curriculum exPerts and community is such -

that the goals and reality of the expert are placed upon all for
4

whom the proiram is designed.

Although this is the most common approach taken to program devel-

opment4'some departments.of education share a limAed amount of

their power:with other interest groups. The locus of power in

decision making concerning the content and aims.of a program

still rests with the experts, although community personnel may4'

be invited to cooperate with the departmea in an advisory

fashion.. Inver is distributed to selected representatives of

eachersOmrents, and comMuni,ty groups who are invited to be

members of arCadVisory committee. Although this may represent

a small degree of decentralization of power in decision making



the locus Of controV in decid)nt.what should be taught still

rests with the e'xperts. The role-of the invited.personnel is

advisory, presentJ,ng their criticisms and appraisals on an ad

hoc- basis

-4

Currictilum Producers

ProdUcts of

Decisions

1

Cuiricu

I ,

C,

0

t

Consum )rs

,

VW.

Curriculum legitimisors:

(Selected advksors)

-,A,m0or interest underlying this.approach is that of legitimization.

,A degt6e0of ,consensus is achieved with selected representatives

of,loqal'groupg who(,give their approval tofthe program. Howeuer,
it s,Amportant.to note. that this coope.?aition does not represent

. .

ja:skift in 'the decision making base. The role of community

perionnel isttrictly advisory. It is a political move bn the
, part of-expertsio gain increard legitimizations for their product.

, Once this cooperatipn results in_legitimization; the cyrriculum

is transmrtted uniddrectionally and hierarchically to the consumers.

.BOWowed fram'businesg and industry,this%approach as used hy

educators violates one of the basic assumptions of the original

model-=the assumptiOn of copsumer choice. 'In, the world of commerce

_it was expected that the consumer could 3eject the product. In

the case of programs for schools authorized by departments of

educatiOn this is not the case.

as.a.



Random Approach

The random approach is also a commonly used 'method for developing

programs especially at the local level. The locus,of power in

decision making rests with the indi6vidual or group constructing

a program. They select.goals, contento and activities without

much consideration for Congruence with provincial curriculum

handbooks bx guidelines, for overallscope and sequence in relatiOn

to other programs, for overlop with other grade lovels, or for'

the relevance of the program in other than their own local situation.

Power may or may not be shared with various groups at the local

level, and contact may or may not be made with experts.

It
Individualistit and

.

isolated decision

making.
Nib

The strength of this approach is that it often,allows individuals'

or groups to pursue their special interests without bAng hampered

by external criteria, time lines, or consensus. This individualized

and isolated decision making allows gndividuals to .develop them-
,

selves and their2own.relevances.

There are many difficulties encountered when a random approach is

'employed in local curriculum :development. The program may be

,developed in a,haphazard fasbion as each team member does hiA or
4

her own thing. If many programs are constructed in this way, the

result is a curriculum cafeteria; there may be little fit or

coverall sequence 4aMong programs, Programs are often Ibcalized

'in,their application and interest because of the lack of overall

10



co,..orclination of the sdevelopment pxo6els. 1he.rocess may also
be costly ,in terms tof human eff6rt , 'finances , d misundertanding3;
wkich require postrdevelopment worki to )..ectify,

Mutualistic Approach

The vlocus of power in mutualistic, program'deviaopment is shared
to sofie extent with all 'the participants Altholigh control:liften

. .

ultimately lies with the government`department Or .agency fubdirig
the local program production , there is an attep,t. to gain a

.broad base and degree of involvement in the process The directiOty /
is toward the devolution ,of power the decentralization of control. ,

4' 4Decision making is shared' among all those who participate; teachers,
.

students,-community personnel, trustees MinoritYsroups, university".and curriculum experts.

r

University Personne

,
Curriculum-Experts

da."6'.4

Teachers

SHARVD

DECISTONS"

Politicians

1

.

Pirents

Community Personnel

StUdents

,
.

_

Since th loctis of power in decentralised 'decision1
making is

shared he relatio,iship. among developers tends towatd mutual. -1,--

t
, _ ,

$ ? ._ influence and under ;tanding rather than dominance by one group.,
$ , .

Curricular decision ; wre no longer hierarchicwl and unidirectional
. , i ,as in' a producer- colsumer approach . This meáns that an entire

province i§ not treated .as a homogenous group which shouicl. wcéept
as their goals the tnterpretati ms .as defined liy the curriculum
experts. Flexibiliv and freedxn within the developmental
process allow for and encouraps heterokeniety liecause the, ..,

V



decisions are made from the br ad,base of 1s7t l involvement

and. interests. .

Mr overriding a uiing rinciple in mutualistic program

'derelopment is clear; eac person comes/to the task with expertise

to contribute, with rele ances to Aati

tolulfill4 Together ey are co-propcers of the program.

Teachers,:students, p hool administrators, trustees, mindrity

groups, consultants' parents and otber community personnel bring

not only an 4mtere t in what goes/On in classrooms, but tbeir .

own particular s lls and expertiSe. They work together to

produce.iomethi that is b3tter than any one group or
-

e tould achiweA This does not mean'that each

y and with obligations

group has th same, expertis.3/and interest to contribute, ndr

that each ouvis expectedito do the same tasks .equally.
. .

Rather, t e richness'of exp3riencesi the variety of viewpoints,

.the diff rent kinds of skiAls,,the divergent reIeVances and

intere ts, and the interplay of ideas are channeled Into.a shared

-goal? that of producing a quality program. No one group is con-
.

,

sid red to be more important thawany,other group. It is recog-

ni ed that each contributes something different to the"task.

Oriation of understanding and input can be expected from.the

various groups depending upon the task nt-hand. However, unless

this major pripciple is recognized high.levels of fruttration

and confusion/may be experienced by all Of the participants.

:Pot example*students may not understand-the.technical methanics
, A :

: .

of :actually pUttinua-progiam.tagether, but they do have4expeftise
,

fto offer toncerning therelevance and.clafity Of questi,ons,posed.:

44n;thatprogram.: arentstrusteesi and:other COmmunity,.members

bring anoth.er kind Of.expertise and :concern:to programdevelopment.
. .

'T*:haVecthOroader,:politiCa-and-Siicialconcerns *ich help

ensure that a prograffi is.acceptable wi.,tihin thevaluetgoalS4
,J

,And hiStorYV a'community; Government and university members,.
:



4. A
along wiIh sundre curriCulum and media consultants, bring the

f

'technical experttse needed to put'a quality program together..
, .

. Time and resource tonstraints, acieptable formats, logistical

aspectssof the classroom, the abirlivies and expectatiOnS P .

,of students,as well as the attitud;s'held by their.fellow-teachers

are the cOmmon-oense knowledge wIliCh teachers can bring to program

development. Often it'is upon these taken-for-granted factors

-11*

Which the various groups,have t offer in curriculum development

tbat a program ig sUccessfully acCepted and impllemented within

A

a classroom.and communit; #_

._. Variation can be expected in the degree of cooperation. solici\ ted

jrnitially.f;Nhools, parents, stUdents, administrators, teachers,
'-

and representatives of teacher associations 'when-a miltualisiic.

akroach is proposed. And oven When thOecentralization,of

,currIculum decision makirig is 'implemented, the.participation of .0

the various interest groups will 'vary over the project. It

',takes a skillful chairman who isllastute tthe. political and.

14

,

int*personal processes within the group tokcoordinate the various
. .

indivildua1st4ether on the task

There are a nuniber,of practices-which do not charaaerize mutualism.

Mutualism Ries not mean that.a s'udent .or parent is made a.token

member of.a group for windowdressing purposes. Nor does it involye

community personnel os simply advisors or legitimisvs of what is

-done. University'experts or curriculum consultants do not become

ex officio members ot the working group. A group of teachers,

or anyone etse for that'matter, do not.develop the program them-

'selves add then represent it as a group effort to consumers.4

Everyone is invol)ed and takes respopsibility f4x what is done,'

The underlying interest of this form of curriculum'clevelopment

is not primarily that of-establishing predeteldMined outcomes or

aChidving efficiency in developing programs. Rather, the ihterest



is in programs which have increased meaning and i'elevance to

those who use them in local situations. It is an attempt to
-

build
00
the relevances of various groups into the program. As

such, fops and goals are not established by government experts

totally apart from community interests, but emerge out of the

concerns and needs of both the departmehts of education and

.the community, as well as frowhe clissroom. The result is
,

a curriculum which has more acceptanco in local situations and
0

which is relevant to the various experiences and views within

11 a pluralistic society.

10

Mutualistically develpped program& are based upon a belief that
IP

those'who are affected by decisions should be involved in making.-

those decisions. The concerns of experts are often discipliipaii

based, and different from the interests of other gro4s. 'As

a result the programs developed.hierarchically by experts are

either neve'r accepted and implemented, or 411-e changed considerably

by teachers in order to make the programs more relevant. Unless

teachers and students find a. program relevant to their interests

and needs, and.within their frames of reference, it has little

chance of survival.

A further belief underlying a mutualistic approach is that the

best interests of t.ociety in general, as well as of local communities,

, can be served satifactorily through a consortium of groups rather

than through any one group making the curricular decisions,'In

this manner educational concerns and decisions are kept open and

public. For example, local industry may'tend tq produce.irogram

materials primarily in their own interests rather than in the

public interest. But the broad base needed to assure the public

interest in school is provided if teacher, parent, student,

industry, university, government department, and,various interest

groups are involved in decisiont. This approach may be likened,

to that of a Royal Commi5sion which attemlAs to bring out into the

-open, andeincorpotate, the variety of opinions which may be

1

.1 7b,
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expressed on issues which affect the whole society. Likewise,

education is too important a ratter to the socibty to let any
,

one interese group make all decisions from their own narrow view,

point. -

.

In reality, those group's who have adcess to program development

have the power to define social reality and to impose these

defin.tions upon other groups. This meani that certain individuals

and groups have the power to control the thinking of students and of

teachers by shaping conceptioni of the society in which they live.

In this way.program developers become theigate-keepers of reality

definitions. They select, classifyr and evaluate viewpoints

and knowledge for Inclusion within programs. Certain perspectives

are tegitimized to the exclusion of other points of view. Such

gate-keeping represents an unequal distribution of power among

groups with schooling contexts because ev ryone does not have,

# equal power to control the content.of curri la. Curricula transmit/

a nd distribute selected interpretations of s cial issues. Implications

of this power and control for curriculum evelopers are not simple

within a pluralistic society such as Canada. Though schools are

in general a meeting place of diverse-experiences and views on,

social issues, it appears that the expercences and,views of only

certain groups are selected and transmAtted,within programs.

A

. "

the thinking of studenti. On the other hand, the mutualistic

approach tends to distribtO more evenly this power of curricula

decision making. 'Mullion' promotes open and public decision'

making.'

This distribution of power.among groups can be traced to the par-_

ticular approach used in surriculum development by departments of:

education. Tbe.hierarchical.and random approaches allow for the

unequal shating,e poWer among groups in the abilitY to conctrol

1 4,

15)
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SECTION II: THE CANADIAN CONTENT PROJECT

oe'r"

12

The approach defined by Alberta Education and prescribed

for the thirteen teams was labelled "mutualism", "co-activity", and

4 "debentralization". It was agreed upon in principle that parents

t. were to be involved in appropriate ways with teams of teachers'in
.

the tasks of producing Cana dian content kits. (Canadian Content

'Ad Hoc Curriculum Committ4 Nevezber 29 10975).. Later on, 61e,

list Of appropriate persennel,was expanded to include.students,,

parents, governmental consultants,,lofal resource people, and

representaiives,from te her.associations. Developmental.prOcedves,%.
2

were defined simply as be ng co-active and mutualistic (Canadian .

4

Content Ad Hoc Curriculum 'Committee, sJanuary 19, 19761. The

mutualistlic'aPpl.each was lo be encouraged as the.conceptuallwuide

for kit, development.

The mutualistic approach was made very explicit within the coAtraCts

written for each developmental team. Each of the thirtben contractor

"NNte.ams agreed to develop the unii; under specific conditions.

Teachers/ students, and parents were to be jointly involved in

developing the kits) and were "to work in a co-aative, mutualistic

mode". Although mutualistic, co-active, and decentralization well.

,three qualifying texms used continuously by AibeTta EdUcation

personne). in describing this curriculum development procdss,

?definitions never .seem.to have been made clear to all participantso

,

Ihipart the objectiveg of this apii oa?h ITT to develop and test

for.Alberta Education an alternative way 8f producing programs

(A, Proposal ier Program Development in Canadian Studies, page.4):

4



Claims were made that this decentialized process and co-active

approach were not only very diffp'ent from the usual:methods

employed by Alberta Education:in constructing programs4 but also

that the method may "prove to be a'viahle alternative to other

types of curriculum development" (Alberta Education's.Canadfan

Content for the Social Studii's P'roject, page 3). The format and

some of the necessary tasks involved in such'an Wpproach, were to'

be triee in the hope that they could be ttilized 'again ih the

Support and legitimization for such an approach to program dev61-

opment were building over quite a period of time. The idea of

-a mutualistic style had its conceptudroots and impetus in a

number of events. Mutualhm had been conceptualized and advocated

. in the.writing of university.and government scholars such as

M. Maruyama, T. Aoki, D. Lesiferwood, and R.'S#bey. There were

,examples within both Alberta and the Northwestgerritories of

this approach-in local program development.' Alberta Education's
,

program handbooks for the social sbudits (Experiences in Decision

Making.and Responding to Change ) seem to support and even to

require ,c-local involvement in program development. Impetus'to

mutualistic styles came further through a government sponsored"-
,

curriculum conference (Red.Deer, 1975) and through the assess-

ment of the Alberta Social Studies Pr60am (Downey, 1975). Both

the conference and4he bowney report recommended that teachers,

students, and parents be involved in the task bf constructing

curriculum. The call for increased participation of both.professional

7 and lay people'in this basic educational task was a strong legit..

imization for implementing a mutualistic approach to local prograw

deyelopment.
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Proudlion's notions can be "usefully applied in clarifying the

mutualistic approich that'was to betaken in developing the

Canadian Content .ats. The develoment of any program is largely

a social actiVity, its task accomplished by 4 group of individutiS

who have various perceptiv, roles, and interests. "The groups

to be involved in the Caaadiah Content Kit Project included:

What Was To Be

f

Society must be considered not ts a hierarchy of function
but as a system ih which free forces are in equilibrium
based on the enjoyment of equal rights in exchange for
the discharge of equal obligatiohs and the enjoyment,of

. equal advantages in exchange.for the performance of equal
services. (Pierre PrOudhon, De la capactt_e_politi9ue):

(1) Alberta Education, (2) Trustees, (3) Parent's, (4) StudiOnts,

Li and (5) Teavaers. A group'conspicuous by their absence we.e

(6) Content Consultants': As group members they were top e

certain rights, erjoy certain advantages, anl to fulfip.pa .icular
1

obligations, in gerrying out the 'group's intent's.

Rights of Team Members

A key concern which needed to be addressed in the project related

to the rights qf.the participating group members. By definition

each group-was considered'to have equal rights inCluding the

rightto veto, the'right.to chair the group, the right to contribute

iherr expertise, and.the right to participate in the decisions
that were made: The recognition of equal iights was critical to

the prairam development model

Advantages for Tean Membtrs

One of the greatest pay-offs of mutualistic program development'

is participant satisfaction. Members wersOexpected to gain a

sense of involVement and power. They would develop a strong

commitment to the program and recognize the worth of their involve-

ment, If sucqssful they would identify with the process, the

program products, and their egos would become in part defined

what they had,done.



Obliptions of Team Members

For the mutualistic appeach to work successfully each group would
A

have certain obligations: These obligations included:

CONSULTANTS- 4 MINISTER,.DEPUTY MINISTER, DIRECTORS-ALBERTA EDUCATION ALIERTA EDUCATION

Provide information/on Point out applicable policy
research finding; related regulations
to the task

Provide promss reports
to team members on
research underway

Describe experiments and
pilot programs in other
school systems,

II

Offer alternate ipproaches
to solving problems ,

Interpret trends.in'the
social studies'

'Monitor the educational
quality of the materials
being produr

.TROSTEES

Provide teams with input
as to comdmity

Eneure that ma.:erials are
.within the hisiory and
goals of the community

0 .44
Contact groups that may

assist

Help tb formulate evaluation
techniques

Provide additional sources of
infdtmation,

Assis in 'arranging help from
outside schqol sysltems

Coordinate.projects

Recognize the projeét through
press releases, conferences,
end publications

Monitor thevedkational
quality of materials being.
written

ArranRe fpr the production ,and

distribution.of the final prOduct

.t) 4
Prov4de adequate tille and
financial resources for the
project'

Clarify the project parameters,
purpose,and mode4 for all
participants.

PARENTS
4

Supply information as tg the apfto-
priateness of material

.0

Ensure that the mAterials are within
the history and 'pals of the loca,1
community



4.

To ensure adequate time and
financial resources for the
project

R9cognize the project
tfirough special Marc! and
public 'meetings

To write parts'of the unit

STUDENTS

To check:the relevance and
clarity of program materials
and instructional strategies

To react to materrals in'
termS of readabillty,
intereit,length

To, assess what will. and
what Will, not "work" .

with fellow Students

To-wriiii-pwits of tile

.4

01

CONTENT CONSULTANTS

tinit

4
To click thl validity
of the content

To check smggested content

*for bias,'stereotypes, niis-
information, and balance

,To luggest or provide ap-

rate resource'mate-
ial personnel

l

To help locate appropriate
-.resource personnel and material
:ih tho community

:

'To write parts of the _unit

TEACHEPS

Design and submit.conceptual.
models for the kit
1 ,

Write a teaching guide for,
ihe kit '

w.

Assemble teacher/learner
instructional materials for-
the kit , j e

,
lionitor the.mork of7rother
.project groups .'

Write'evaluative materials f t-

.

16

use in the kit. .

Work cooperatively with other
group Members

Establish criteria for judging
an acceptable kit

Arrive at consensus as t what*
is appropriate for classroams
given resource and time
constraints

4
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Lssilimpjionsm Members .)

For a mutualistic approach to program development to be successful

team members must act upon certairit'as.sumptions.about other mem-

bers ofthe developmental team. The Canadian Content Project

appeared to make the following assumPtions about particippnts:

CONSULTANTS-

Had a current working know-
ledge of social studies
practice

Weri acquainted with a wide
range of materials approp-
riate -for. a variety of

teacher's

al
Had the human.reWfbn44,
'skills reqp/red to help
motivate and encourage
team members,.

Had as a primarynterest
the development of high
quality instructional
programs

-Had recognized expertise
in working on curriwlum
projects '

successful class-

7. experience in the
social studies

Had expertise in the tech-
niCal aspects of program

consiruction,e.g.*forma s

internal consistency,
components, strategies

TEACHERS

Have a'current working know-
ledge of social studies
piactice

Were,able to write ,program
qaterials for a diverse'group
of teachers ranging from.

.

experts.to the Inisophisticated

Able to work well wig 4-6
'colleagues on acooperative
project under trying conditions

Were sufficiently confident of
their'own basic ability that
theysould profit by and- )

accept criticism of ideas'

Hadlas primary %coal the pro-
duction of high'quality

-instructional materials for
children

Had access to materials and'
opportunities'to alleviate
any knowledge or skill deficits
kid'''. to project commencement

Possessed the human relations
skills which would allow them
to work as inservic9 consultants.
,with the new materials produced

Had a sound knowledge of the
appropriateness of instructional
-sequences for specific grougs
of chfldren,

4'

%,
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TRUST4 .

Reflected the "public" view-
point as to what is appro-
priate for students

Had the power to.influence
attitudes; to procdre ° . .

resources, and to gain accept-
ance for the program.

WoulAork gs active team
members %

PARENTS

Had the gbility td Sudge
Alit is appropriate for.
students

Would be.accepted as equnl
workfng pakners biR
participating groups

Would work 0 active team
members

STUDENTS

Had the ability to judge wheft
is arpropriate for fellow
students.

Would lie accepted as equal
working partners by other,
participating grou0s.

CONTENT CONSULTANTS

expertise.which was relevant
and applicable to instructipnal

. 'programs ..

4

wt.
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What Was

How well did the attempt to use a mutualistic approach to

.program development woik? For most of the kits the major devel- .

opmental'tasks were assumed and comploted by the teacher members

of the teami. Their perceptions of the project are given below.

LIKEI110.2..±-21.2IMILMembers:

Why they Participated

0 The vast majority of respondents cassified their reasong f,4r

participating as either relating to a belief that such participa-

tion.would constitute a broadening 'learning experience' or to.

an interest in or curiosity about the curriculum development
4

process. 0thqr comments demonstrated beliefs in the following:

a need for increased Canadian content in-social studies; a need

for teaching kits/maiZrials; a need to participate because of

expected professional rewards oz actual roles; the respondent'e-

having 'something te offer' to such a project.

Satisfaction.Level

Alr but a few respondents felt that their expectations had been

fulfilled in the project, Tlley indicated satisfactions as:

(a) Professional growth

The majority of respondents felt that, their understanding of

social studies, the difficulties of curriculum development, and

group/individualplanning and development skills were greatly

enhanced by their involvement. In other words, the opportunity* .

to help develop curriculum provided What many termed an in-service .

"learning experiebce".

(b). Needed materials for students

early half the respondents :expressed satisfaction' ivbeing in-

Volved with a curriculum project Whichwould produce accessible,

relevant, and very useable social studies materials for Albertav

classroom use. The,teachers' faith in the products being

acceptable to other Alberta teachers(becaUse of

local developer involvement)was stated several times,

I.
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(c) "Grassroots" program developlent

Tapping teacher expertise, rather than a-university's or an

education department's, seem(d pleasing to a sizeable group

(about 30%) of'respondenfs.

(d) Involvemest of the local commutiity

Two respondents (members of the same team which sought to follow

the mutualistic model'of'curriculum developmot within their

colunity) cited.the involvement of the community as the overall

strength'of thb process.

How 014igations Were Me44;4)
. 1

(a) StUdents s
.

, .

/
* Most developers respAnded Po:dtively to.the involvement of students

in kit developmatt. However, all but one of these positive

responses cast students in the roles of providing early feedbaCk

on proposed topics or teaching strategies (i.e., a formitive

evaluation procedure); or contributing art work or.materials to

be incorporated into.the kits. The remaining positive response

cited students as heavily involved as, "resource-gatherers";

the unit developed was linked, umsurprisingly,..to the respondent's

previously-displayed understanding of a criterion for this

development project: heAvy community involvement.
J

,
.

(b) Parents \
The majority of respondents disclaimed the involvemeht of parents

in development. Those respondents viho did reporl parent involvement

citettvarious levels of involvement: from "attendance at a

_ couple of meetings" (which was the most prevatl,ent response)

and acting as resource persons, to the very active involvement"
$

of parents in the one group,prOect cited in (a) Above.
,

(c) Administrators

Nearly a. third of the respondelts made no comment o0administtator

-role. Those who did respond /ere equally-split in their perception

of administrators having Played any.role in Aevelopment. Th se

who did respond positively to administrators having a role'I

;.
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development cited provision of general tochnical support services

as the key. role. MetAioned were: help'from consultadts; provision
'

?. .
.

of release time and funds by local board; provision of typing .

services and-meeting places; and use of resource materibli.

'(d) TrUsteest,
,

,

4

Trustee role was typified as being rather outside the realm of .

actual devéloptent, as in the case#of administrators.(c) above:

While a fair number of respondents reported 6:usiee.inifolvement4

that involvement was recorded either as attendance at a "couple",
11

some", and "all the team's meetings"por as siMpdy being supportive,

of the project, and.showing that suppprt by approving funding or

providing release time for teschers. Again, nearly a third of

the respondents did,not commert on trustee role.

In only'one team's case, a single trustee was.involved in all

development meetings, and was considered to'be an integral part

of the team.

(e) Community. Agencies

'Community agencies were not generAlly involved in the development

"of kits. The.exception to'this finding becomek evident when dealing

with responses from teams working with topics of an historical

nature in 'these cises, the Clenbow Institute and 'other such

archial institution6 played 4 large role in providing information

and materials.

(0'Alberta Education

The roles of Alberta Educatior representatives as portrayed

resOndenls covered a wide rarge - with perceptions forming

could betermed a "facilitation vontinuum".

by

what

_
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f
Som! teachérsviewediAlberta Education as beving4either a.low

or a high facilitative role in the development of the kits.leThe

folloWing comments .are illustrative of the two extremb portrayals,

on Ihe,contindum:

Low "The project directors were often flying by the seat

of their pants."

,."Their role,was one'of.restricting and confining...our.

actility and the content... Thecr role (wail) one of

censorship rather than assisting in the development of

the units."

qigh "Our consultants were great. In fact, they are an integtal

part of ouf team.'"

"Facilitators-in gett.ing us started and in maintaining

'thei program,once it was'begu4."

"They provided us with an opportunity to explain our

unit to somVoine.".

..
. i

Most teachr reSponses fell between these two extremes. ,Although

many Alberta Education, representatives were not involved in actual
. . , .

kit development, those representatives who were involved showed

great commitment o,/and interest in, the project. As one respondent

wrote"More than .ce, two consultants drove 200-300 Miles for a

two hour visit."
.

The majority of the respondenis perceived the rote tf A1ber0-
46.

Education to be one of providing motivational support. Only in

a few cases was Alberta Education perceived by teachers tobe diiectly

involved in the developmental task. A few teams

444.4.444......

lberta Education's iftiolVement in:
Yes

7 Proyiding motimatibonal supf)orf 84%

determin.ing unit topic 28%

selecting unit objectIlies 39%

- outlining unit format 39%

determing unit content 30%.

19% 81%

- developing instructional ,strategies 27%

writing parts of the unft

16%

72%

41%

61%

70%

N 2'32
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had Alberta.Education. representatives fultrinvolved fh some or k. .

al.01 aspects'of kit developmentlwhile the'remaiang teams .rePort9d

1idtb.9.t. no Alberta Education role besides providing motivation. This

6

ug es a con us .con regarding what the role of Alberta'

Educationtrepresentativesshould exactly bille been, both on the

parts of the, developing teams 'and the Alberta Education representa-

tives..

kture InVolv ent-
_

. 4
Less than one-third of the respondenos indicated their willingnpss

.

to participate in such a curriculum development project again

9e/C, under the'same conditions.

Of the majority who rejected participation.in such a'project%

- again, the following statements areliepresentative:' v

,..i q'.,
'"It is almost impossible to work,pMemeal throughout a year

.,
at this type of work. 'You run into difficulties.at your own

t

ichool and also in maintaining interest in,phe_pioject."

"We ended up doing a tremendous amount,of research, writing.

.

our own material, con ensing from other materials. Ali our. ,

A

4

holfdayS, weekends, in atter-schoolNtime were spent on'it.

_It took 4arI'more time than was anticipated."

"I.believe that my'primary responsibility is my(ftudents.

I do.noi,like to leave my elass on and off as we did. I had to

spend a tot of time making sure the less.ons were planned." .**.

"air mutualistio afvreach was It'very inefficient way 0_I
developing curriculum. It often led to frustral@ons when consensus

jolt didn't seem to be possipte."
w

r...(need) more xplicit directions from ,the beginning o

the project..." "
). ;4r

"ThefinanciaP arrangements were noesufficient."

I I,

6
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One other respondent while also rejecting futyre participation
go

in a similar project,'injected an optimistic and future-oriented

thought by writing:

...me can u-S-6thri experience EFTWITiove the type of

leadership providec4 and to make available greater monetarr and

time resources to the teams in °future projectsf"

Askea iethe method used in the"project should be used again,

devePoilbers,regponded:.
-

. (a) No

(b) YeS, as is 0.

/-
. (c) Yes, with revisions 29 .

Those respondents selecting option () suggested improvement

ok the method in the following ways: me
(a) Provide more.deffilitive initial'guidance and establishment

- of concrete criteria by Alberta Education.

Representative statements:

"Be.more 'specific in scope and sequence - at.least provide

a WOrkihg outline which could be.revised by the'total group."

il...(suggest) Gne person in charge of overalfVplan kndling

exactly.whit he wants,: This,should be communicated-to-thb people'

24

working on it n sirong term's."
4

"Have the project leaders estahlisha framework%- albeit

general in nature - to assist the teams in their work."

...(suggest) firm guidelines to be established prior to

teams cbTing together."

:People had an opportunity, to grow through the experience;
4

however, no,tie was spent in showing what,a good unit is or how

it might be built. Therefore, the professional grow& possibilities

were not -maximized."

"Can waste a good deal of time doing things by trial and

error: The developing process and materials may"be 'useful in

the future. However, in terms of finishing a kit, Armay lose

a great deal of time."



"Too much is.left to chance. If we have come up with

a good kit, it may be more by good luck than good management.

25

We were all rank amateurs...when it came,to doing this sort

of thing." ,

"Representatives from the government seem to kse afraid

that any criticism:Of the units will be directed at them,.and as
get '.°a xesult, they are reluctant'to allow new and innovative ways

of presenting material."

"The consultants'(should) be prepared to express their

opinions in detail on the content, strOngths, and weaknesses

, of the unit. It was frustrating to have something prepared and

ready for ctiticism and have none come - either good or bad."

(b) Allow'more teacher release time, in concentrated blocks,
4

"or development., ,1/4

.
. .

Representative Statements:

"..(suggest) the project be started and completed within'

a more concentrated peribd of time. By overlapping. two separate

school years, your responsibilities can )bange aed the project .

'. tends'to suffer as a tesult.
,

,

"Teachers need much more tame off from regular classroom
,

,/

activities to engage
,

themselves in .research
.

and actual 'development
r

of.the unit."

. "Difficulties arose regarding releasO i4im4 from teaching
\ .

, &ties. Would have worked bettel if the ifiitial program had
,

been completed in Xhe summer of l976:",

q
, "The time linewaS too congensed.eloAllpmmbers of ourteam

are full-time teachers, and found this additional task;ry

demanding bed'ause St was to be. completed so soon "
.

.

"Teachers should be contracted for six. month tOl'eone year\s

for the purposes of curriculum'sleveloOment only."

"We nevei at any.time knew,exactly% what was expected .of us .

Each department person we meilwith gave us a different view in

trying ,o clarify thislint.,/ We were in a state ofConfusiion
t

*much oilf the tale." 4

29
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"When members of.Alberta Education generate ideas of this

type, it would Pacilitate the development 6f the curriculum if

r-thelmmarrerrnwitatmtvar-tnu-6umnr: FAY-TMMin

g-dtime waswdsted doing and Te-doing.
0 _.

". teams of teachers to lie sprung free from class-
,

-26

room duties for duration of Plc, project. It is too much to do

bothiat the same

".a block of time, saya month, should have been taken.

That way a1 substitute becoMt% totally resporsible for plans

and Oesking. Better still, the months of JulylOr August might

attract teachers for this purpose)i." ,

(c) Provide more fuOds for complete development.

Representative statements:

"The whole funding procedure got "screwed up" - boards and

Superintlipents obviously varied in their-cbncept of commitment

(ours even charged us for paper);"

...if the Department of Education counts these as units

of iMportance,,perhaps more financial assistance 'could be appro-

priated. When we got down'to "rock bottom" - finally our school

0,

'board supplementtd our project. I feel when we.have the interested .

peoPle,7:Who.give of their time-above and bdYond..the.cali. of_duty,_,

expenses should. be,one of.our minor concerns." .

(d) Provide more meetings/closer. liaison with project directors,

consultants, other, experts during development.

Representative statements:

"...(suggest) a fer/more meetiggs of all the teams or

more visits from Edmonton, so,that we would know whether or not

our particular part of the project was'"measuring 4", i.e., a

IN better overall view of the whole ilroject."

.

"Perhaps, instead of scheduling the odd day, now and then, .

for Not.* days", we could ask for longer periods of time (less

often), so that aere would be'better continuity of thought and

development. I, for.one, found it rather hectic trying to put

together material for,thenight when meetiniS.were so hit and miss."
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"At thisipoint in time, we are viting for the evaluating

team to look at our untt and pondering if revisions will be:.

t

27

reqlired. This evaluation could have been ap ongoing prbcess,

thus reducing the,frustratibn of wondering whether or not the
4

unit is acceptable." (

(e) Devise selection mechanism that ensures the inclusion

of experienced curric.ulum-builders 'On development teams.

Representative statements':

1,1...develop some criterid of selection for screening potential

curriculum developers."

"If one grew through this experience, it was through your own

t" efforts - nbt because ybu were.associated with or exposed to top-

notch curriculum builders/procedures."

"Each team should' have at least one "expert" in curriculum.

Teams.should al selected for their proven expertise, and eath

team should draw in some less expert teachers."

"Final product quality depends so much on thetability of the

committee:"

(f) Provide more assistance/information regarding technical
. (41,

aspects of Icit development.

'Representative-stateienti-:

"We could, have used a great deal morc belp in the technical'

aspects,of the production of tho prototype kitsl."

"...(provide) real assistance in technical matters. For

example, courights, if obtaineditave not been sorted out yet.

Also, production of materials was largely lefV to the 'teams who

do not have skil in this area - involve ACcESS to its full potential."

(g) Mahe provi3ion for teams geographically isolated from

resourcef.

Representative ststemehts:

"Divisions such as ours are far away from resource materials

and personnel." .

"Unit may be too localized, i.e., content of local interest

only." OP

S.

A

1/4
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"...Writin in a vacudin, that is, out of touch geographically

with director a d education consoltant§ as well as noi being able

to travel,to Te earch."

Accounting for Discrepancies

S.

Discrepandies a e evident among the notions of.mutualism as.defined,

perceived, and implemerited. The,department of education prescribed 4

a mutualistic approach.as an alternative to the present "hierarchical

.method of,program develorept, whereas most of the participating .

teams viewed'the process of program development as still largely

hierarchica]; as an outcome of this discrepancy, a random approach

to developing progrims was actually experienced by partiCipants.-

The original intent of mutualism4 co-activity, and decentralization
/

,was lost aseach orthe'thirteen teams developed their own in-

dividualized'style of constructing programs. Randomness resulted,

anckany resemelance within this process to a mutualistic approach,

was more accidental than Rurposeful..

Why were these discrepancies eVident? At least tWo fundamental
,

alternative-explanations are possible:

1. A mutual4tic approach to local program development is not
. )

workable. It cannot be implementody,practically for construct-

ing curriculum because of the nature of the task.

2. 4ilutualism was never really implemented bdcause the approach

was not well unierstood.by the participating groups.

The first alternative has little supporting evidence; the approach

.has been used.successfulli for dAreloping cufTiculum elsewhere.

Rather, it would appear that there was inWficient conceptual

understandih, developmental guidelines, and ongoing monitoring

provided while heOlfocoss WS underway.

I.
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These discrepancies can possibly be accounted for because the

'groUps involved in' part faited to fulfill obligations expected
I

within mutualism or acted, on'unwarranted assumptione. ,

QueStions are raised as to how well thb initiators of the pro)ect I

(Alberta Education) met their obligations to the-project and

may have acted upon'unwarranted assumptions.

1. Obligaticins:

Did Alberta Education have an obligatipn to outline what
f

they saw as the tasks of each of the groups involved?

Teachers in the project feltstrongly that they should have been'

provided more information by AlbertayEducation at,phe initial

organizationmeetings. Eighty-five percent of the teachers

surveyed expressed this feeling with comments such as:

"The directions might have been useful but to myself and

others of my group it was very confusing."

"Frustration was the word."

"I was frustrated by my own ignorance, compared with advance
. -

preparation of other teams, and by the apparent lack of leadership."

"A very vague and disappointing session."

"Was as useful as a wart on a hog's back."

Did Alberta Education have an obligation to provide criteria

whieh would guide development of the kits? A

Seventy-six.percent of the teacher deVellpers surveyed felt that
0 --

Alberta supplied insufficient Criteria to assist them in the develop-
ment of their kit. Eighty-eight percent of them understood that

the kits were te.be designed using the Alberta Social Studies )

program. handbooks as a guide. However, the assumption by Alberta (

Education,that team members were converant with the ideas in the

two official program guides seems to have been unwarranted. Both

the Downey Reimt on the Social Studies (1975)2and the formative'

evaluation of these kits seem to indicate that teachei's in

generalkare not'aware of the program's intent.

4

4
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Did Alberta Education have an obligation.to Wicertain the

.suitability of development team members for the task of

creating Canadian Content Kits?

Teachers involved in the prOect'seemed to possess varying
ti

degrees of expertise related to the social studies. Of the teachers

13 surveyed, 26% "were trained in,other fields such as mathematics or

science; 7% considered themselves gener4ists as opposed to social

studies speCialists; 22%,identified themselves with history or

specific social sciene disCiplines; Clearly such a diverse

group could be expected to hold divergent views on almost.every

aspect of the project. How much contemporary knowledge they
a'

possessed in the area of social studies is a matter of speculation.

Selection criteria.could be applied also to all participating

groups.. For instance, this would.include trustees and consultants

as well. The most successful projects were those in which all,

individuals viewed themselves as active group members.

Did Alberta Education consultants and directors have an

,obligation to provide development teams.with information

related to curirent social studies materials and prvtice?

The role of consultants varied dramatically 'from group to group:

"Re could not have done without---and---. (Lethbridge

Region:l Office) ."

a word their hello was invaluable."

"In our expertence, they have been nonJinvolved. Even at,

the Prbvidence Center and Yellowhead Conferences theyseemed to

'stick to themselves'."

"The primary Ale seemed to be one to frustrate.0

The bethbridge regiotial office gave us two wond ful people

who,were of immeasurOble'help. Our departmentipeople were great!"

primar4role (of censultante) seemed tp be ofte to-

'frustrate us."
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These quotes seem to reflect the diverse'reactions to individual

consultants. ',Teachers were most supportive of,those consultants

who became integral team m6mbersiand teachers were most tritcal'

of the consultants who made "visits" to the project:

The consulting force as a whole was most successTul at providing

encouragement, and wag least successful in9providini groUps

with *ocial studies expertise and information. There were team

members with fuzzy-or limiied notions 40 unit formats, criteria .

for selecting content, specific instructional strategies, and

other common "tools" of program development..

Did Alberta Education have'an obligation to monitor the

. educational tluality of the kits as they Were being developed?

py definition, formative evaluation must be continuous. The success

of .program development depends often upon the mechanisms which are

built into the process fot providing feedback and direction to all

participants. Quality controls are.necessary.

;t may neither be sufficient .nor fair to bring in external evaluators

at the conclusion o a project.. As long as evalgation is tre'hted

al an appendage tcH e development task, its Contributions remain

minimal. Further, developers may even vielq it 'as a threat

'to what they have already successfully constructed;(,at that flint

they may rightly, view evaluation pfirsonnel as outsiders who do

not really understand what was done and whose comments can be

accepted:as being largely irrelevant. Evaluation sessions may

become conflict situations in-which there is argument and counter-

argument, defense and attack, and in which all.participants

become naterally defensive and uneasy. ,Follow-up activities may

be absent.' On the other hand, if evaluatiom is' continuous and

if ehe evaluators are viewed as an integral part of the development-

te the task does not,becoae threatening or conjure tip-unproduc-

tiv, conf4ct. There needs to be critical input, constructive

al ernatives, and technical expertise all along the way in program

con yuction.
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Another mechanism for formative evaluation id the continuous pilot-

ing of materials. yhis is a meek aspect in malt program development

because many busy teachers are happy to have something new provided

for ready use in ti classroom; their resionses are positive generally

to what they are.given to teach. At Ines, therefore, not only

must attention,be given to criteria for selecting pilot teachers,

but alSo to, making very'specific the criteria by which these

teachers are to judge a program. Unsatisfactory fesults are often

obtained by just requesting that,pilot teachers.keep a diary of

their experience with a program that:they write comments on the

i materials, that they provide w ten suggestions for improvements,

.4 or that they complete a questionnaire. Some of these ieacheI

r. 411 comments tend to beAoo general to be useful in'reviiing a curriculum.

ten these pilot teachers just need more direction as to4hat

. . specifically are useful data for guiding the reviiion tasks.

Other ways to monitor the educatiOal quality of programs include

continuous workshops in which developers,are given a variety of

progpssional inputs. They can discuss new developments in their

. field and be exposed to various projects, kits, formats, and

professional literature. ,d9pportunity must be provided sOmehow

for the continuous contact and development of new idea's from

the beginning to the end of any curriculum development.

Assumptions:

Were the assumptions held by Alberta Education about the

social studies expertise of the various groups involved in

the project warranted?

The evaluation of the thirteen kits 'raised a number of questions

about their congruency with current social studies practice and
#

the Alberta Social Studiei Program. For example, twentylna7jor

questions were posed about the fit of kits in one division with

the.Proyincial social studies handbook. This discrepancy raises

a question concerning the workint knowledge of social studies

61k
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which.some participants, seemed to have. Also, the lack of

strong inkages/among objectives, strategies, and content within

most kits.lends further support to the suspicion that many deyelopers

would have benefited from some initial inservice sessions on.

curAculum development.

Were the assumptions underlying a mutualistic approach

appropriate for the context in which Alberta Education

applied this model?

There are.approaches appropriate for different contexts and purposes.

If a method is not congnient with the purpose to which it is pus,

-the toor may be asked to do things of which it is not capable.

Assumptions about resource availability, time constraints, ends-'

means relationships, personnel expertise and roles, and product

outcomes underlie any approach ,to program development. If theS'e

method assumptions are at variance with the intended outcome of a

prqdect, then either methodor purpose has to be rethought.

j.

Alberta Education seemed to put demands upon the.program develop-
,

ment project which were not consistent with.the mutuaiistic

approach. Why:were thirteen teams be made to fit,the same time-

lines? Why were criteria for *valuation. devised and applied to

theicits after they were. developed/ Why were guidelines for the

development, scope and sequence, and format of kits not.made

explicit initially? It:would appear-that at times a hierarChical

approach 'was superimposed upon the teams in terms of the expecta,.

tions held by the department of education.

Before any approaCh is adopted, certaih questions should be asked:

Why do we intend to use this method? Is it bast suited to our.

expectations and purpoies? How are we to monitor the effective-

ness of the approach in,terms of our ongoing interests?



.FOR CONSWERATION

Perceptions concerning what was the model of Mutualisiti varied -

greatly among the participating groups. The thirteen development

teams, the trustees, and the consultants.who were involved did

not\appear to perceive co-activitY and decentrLilization,ln the

same; mannet .

The greatest amount pf confusion seems to have been with the

development team members. They were acquainted with the proper

jargon of the approach, but there was littple evidence that most

1 of them understood mutuallsm. In fict, many bf their expectations

expressed about the department of education revealed an underlying

hierarchical model of program development. They,perceived the

'locus of power in decision making as resting with the sociiil

studies experts within the department of education. As a consequence,

these teachers kept looking and asking for direction from these

curticulum experts. For some teams it became like a game in which

they had to gue $ what the administrators within the department

of education rea ly had in mind.
,

4

Further, the majori y of ,teams did not share ther power with

stutlents, community minority groups, departmh't of education

consultants, or truste t They alone selected and'ordered the goals,

content, and activit'ies hich they considered to be relevant to

students. Though they use the language of mutualism when discussing
,

D the process with outsiders, mhy of the team members perceived the

model in a hierarchical produce consumer paradigm.
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The Approach as E?Terienced in Actualit : Randomness

°There were as many approaches Ito local program development as

there were development teams. And even withintone team itself,

members would differ in the manner ,in which they operationalized-,

their tasks. Some tegms worked closely together as a grqup,

mutually.develpinetheir intents and materialg. At the other

extreme, group members worked as individuals in virtual isolation

from one another; each person developed his own program and

became committed-to it. Only one development team utilized the

mutuglistic approach as prescribed by the department of education;

student, parent, teacher, and ldcal community and business groups

were involved in all aspects of developing.the curriculum. Although

several groups had token,parents or trulteerop their groups

initially,.the teachers involved did not perceive this arrangement

as satisfactory. Even the many governmental consultants associated

with the project tended to interpret end implemenethe notion

of mutualism differently. A question arises, therefore, .assto

what approach to program development was implemented and operation-
. ,

alized. ;

In answer, it would seem that a random rather than a mutu-alistic

apprpach.to curriculum development was utilized for the project.

.Each development team interpret6d the intent of,mutualism and
,

defined their tasks in their own individual ways. The parameters

and the guidelines provided Io them by the department of education

were interpretedband implemented in a random fahion, and there was

little evidenCe that the teams understood the idea of mutualistic

program develoOment. Rather, each group developed curriculum in

their own ways, and,the only conclusion which can be made,is that

there were thirteen 4ifferent:approaches in operation. And since

the outcomes ,of a random approach are of necessity divergent,

basic questions became problematic concerning the overall tit

(scope and sequence) of the programs with one another and concvning

4> 4.
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r their congruence with the Alberta Social Studies Progi.fm..

a mutualistic-iPproach is.used again in the future to d velop
,

.programs, the'following questions should
e

be consye'red.

1. Should grour at the initial meeting co-oPeratively define roles,

obligations, and rights?

Should.groups.have jointly esiablished criteria by whith the

programs could be judged?

3. Should criteria be established initially for selecting partici-,

pants of hll groups ihvolved?

Should an inservice program be designed to ensure that alJ

participant have exposure to curvant knowledge, techniques,

orientations.; and materials relevant to their projects.

5. Should the applicability pf various approaches tp program

,developMent be explorediin'order to asilertain their posrble

fit-fpr divergent purposes and within Various contexts?

4.

a
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APPENDIX 2

I.

Alberta Education, ConwltanT Letter and Survey
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